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ABSTRACT
We identify multiple periodic dusty structures in Saturn’s Roche Division, a faint region spanning the
∼ 3000 km between the A and F rings. The locations and extent of these features vary over Cassini’s
tour of the Saturn system, being visible in 2006 and 2016-2017, but not in 2012-2014. These changes
can be correlated with variations in Saturn’s magnetospheric periods. In 2006 and 2016-2017, one of the
drifting magnetospheric periods would produce a 3:4 resonance within the Roche Division, but in 2012-
2014 these resonances would move into the A ring as the magnetospheric periods converged. A simple
model of magnetic perturbations indicates that the magnetic field oscillations responsible for these
structures have amplitudes of a few nanotesla, comparable to the magnetic field oscillation amplitudes
of planetary period oscillations measured by the magnetometer onboard Cassini. However, some
previously unnoticed features at higher radii have expected pattern speeds that are much slower than
the magnetospheric periodicities. These structures may reflect an unexpectedly long-range propagation
of resonant perturbations within dusty rings.
Keywords: Planetary rings; Saturn, rings; Saturn, magnetosphere; Resonances, rings
1. INTRODUCTION
The Roche Division is a sparsely populated region
of Saturn’s rings located between the outer edge of
the A ring and the F ring. Burns et al. (1983) first
noted the presence of tenuous ring material between
the A and F rings in a high phase angle Voyager 2
image of the region. At the time, it was referred to
as the Pioneer Division, following Pioneer 11 ’s discov-
ery of the F ring (Gehrels et al. 1980). Cassini has
since imaged the Roche Division many times, and Fig-
ure 1 provides an overview of this region. The im-
age shows several diffuse bands of dust populating al-
most the entire Roche Division. The Roche Division
is also home to two of Saturn’s innermost moons, At-
las and Prometheus, which stir up and provide a source
of dust in their vicinity. The outermost dust band, at
approximately 139, 400 km from Saturn’s center, is typ-
ically the brightest feature in the region. Hedman and
Carter (2017) showed that this ringlet is in a co-orbital
1:1 resonance with Prometheus, but strangely precesses
Corresponding author: Robert O. Chancia
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with the F ring. During Cassini’s Saturn orbit inser-
tion, the Cassini imaging team found two regions in the
Roche Division with higher concentrations of dust than
their surroundings (Porco et al. 2005). These apparent
dusty ringlets were designated R/2004 S1 (Porco and
Cassini Imaging Science Team 2004) orbiting near At-
las at 137,630 km and R/2004 S2 (Porco 2004) interior
to Prometheus at 138,900 km. In Figure 1 we can see
additional fainter dust bands between these two. Hed-
man et al. (2009) used image sequences taken in 2006 to
determine that R/2004 S1 does not form a true closed
ringlet, but a periodic structure composed of alternat-
ing diagonal bright and dark streaks. The structure is
consistent with a dusty-ring’s response to a strong reso-
nance with a pattern speed near Saturn’s rotation rate.
The Roche Division is largely made up of tiny micron-
sized particles that are sensitive to perturbations from
non-gravitational forces. This led Hedman et al. (2009)
to suspect that there is likely a connection with the mag-
netic field and/or radio emissions which were observed
to be rotationally modulated at a rate commensurate
with the Roche Division structure’s pattern speed.
Despite the perfect axisymmetry of Saturn’s internally-
generated magnetic field to within measurement accu-
racy (Dougherty et al. 2018), modulations near the
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2∼ 10.5 h planetary rotation period termed “planetary
period oscillations” (PPOs) are ubiquitously observed
throughout the magnetosphere. Such modulations are
observed in the magnetic field (Espinosa and Dougherty
2000; Andrews et al. 2010; Hunt et al. 2014; Bradley
et al. 2018), plasma properties and boundaries (Gurnett
et al. 2007; Clarke et al. 2010; Arridge et al. 2011; Ramer
et al. 2017; Thomsen et al. 2017), energetic particle and
associated energetic neutral atom fluxes (Carbary and
Krimigis 1982; Carbary et al. 2009, 2011; Carbary 2017),
plasma waves (Gurnett et al. 2009; Ye et al. 2010), au-
roral ultraviolet and infrared emissions (Nichols et al.
2010; Badman et al. 2012; Bader et al. 2018), and au-
roral radio emissions (Desch and Kaiser 1981; Gurnett
et al. 2011; Lamy et al. 2011, 2013). Analysis of the
auroral radio emissions, specifically of Saturn kilometric
radiation (SKR), provided the first evidence that two
such modulation systems with slightly different periods
are present (Kurth et al. 2008; Gurnett et al. 2009), one
associated with the northern polar ionosphere and the
other with the southern, and that these periods vary
slowly over Saturn’s seasons by up to ∼ ±1% about
a period of ∼ 10.7 h (Galopeau and Lecacheux 2000;
Gurnett et al. 2010). Subsequently, the remotely sensed
SKR emissions were used to derive the varying northern
and southern PPO periods over the whole interval of the
Cassini science mission from January 2004 to end of mis-
sion in September 2017 (Lamy 2011, 2017; Gurnett et al.
2011; Ye et al. 2016, 2018). The periods and phases of
the related magnetospheric magnetic perturbations have
also been derived from Cassini magnetometer (MAG)
data from shortly after orbit insertion in mid-2004 to
the end of mission (Andrews et al. 2008, 2012; Provan
et al. 2013, 2016, 2018), apart from a few intervals when
the perturbations due to one or other of the two PPO
systems became too weak to be discerned. Comparison
of the results derived independently from these data
sets generally shows very good agreement (Andrews
et al. 2010; Provan et al. 2014, 2016, 2018), as ex-
pected if both phenomena result from the same rotating
magnetosphere-ionosphere current systems generated in
the two polar ionospheres (Jia et al. 2012; Southwood
and Cowley 2014). Specifically both SKR and MAG
results show that the southern PPO system was the
stronger under Saturn southern summer conditions at
the start of the Cassini mission, and had a longer period
∼ 10.8 h (800◦day−1) than that of the northern system
∼ 10.6 h (815◦day−1). The two periods then converged
towards a common value ∼ 10.7 h (808◦day−1) around
Saturn equinox in mid-2009, and after an interval of
complex variable behavior, finally enduringly reversed
in mid-2014 prior to northern solstice in mid-2017, with
the stronger northern PPO system moving to a period
of ∼ 10.8 h while the southern system period remained
near ∼ 10.7 h. The magnetic oscillations of few nano-
Tesla amplitude associated with the PPOs form a likely
source of perturbations in the Roche Division.
The inner Roche Division structures discovered by
Hedman et al. (2009) were associated with the stronger
longer period southern system in 2006. The Roche
Division’s microscopic ring particles are very effective
at scattering incident sunlight in the forward direction
and so are more easily observable in high-phase-angle
(low scattering-angle) images. In this work we per-
form a comprehensive investigation of the high-phase-
angle image sequences of the Roche Division obtained
by the Cassini Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS). Due to
Cassini’s orbit geometry, the observations useful to this
study are clumped into 3 distinct periods: 2006, 2012-
2014, and 2016-2017. We find that the presence of pe-
riodic structures in the Roche Division is time variable.
The structures are present in all 2006 observations as
reported by Hedman et al. (2009), but are not detected
during any of the observation sequences from 2012-2014.
The structures reappeared at some time before July of
2016, and are present in all later observations. This pro-
vides further evidence that the structures are somehow
tied to Saturn’s PPOs.
We present the theoretical background of Lindblad
resonances in planetary rings in Section 2, with par-
ticular emphasis on their framework in dusty rings, and
our model of electromagnetic perturbations. We then
report the observational data and data reduction pro-
cedures used in this analysis in Section 3. In Section
4, we detail the relevant pattern speeds and amplitudes
from each epoch and make comparisons to the results of
the magnetometer and radio and plasma wave science
instruments. We discuss the significance of our detected
pattern speeds and strengths in Section 5. Finally, in
Section 6 we summarize our findings.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this work we use the model of Lindblad resonances
in faint rings developed by Hedman et al. (2009), to
quantify the periodic structures in the Roche Division
over the course of the Cassini mission. This theory can
account for ring structures produced by any periodic
forcing that is commensurate with the ring particles’
eccentric epicyclic motion and is not limited to classi-
cal Lindblad resonances associated with satellites. In
dense rings, having sufficient mass and optical depth,
Lindblad resonances produce density waves. Density
waves have been studied extensively in Saturn’s rings,
particularly the A ring where many strong satellite res-
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Figure 1. On top is a labeled image (N1870374754 from Rev 268a), with arrows noting ring features and moons. The image
has been stretched to highlight faint dusty structures. Note that the narrow Keeler Gap is not visible in this image because
the stray light from the A ring causes it to appear artificially bright. Below are two radial scans of the image, showing the
azimuthally averaged reflectance of the rings in Normal I/F (see Section 3.2) vs. radial distance from Saturn’s center. The lower
plot is zoomed in on the Roche Division. Dashed lines mark the semi-major axes of each moon, while the dotted lines mark
their pericenter and apocenter in the lower plot. Dot-dashed lines mark the locations of Janus/Epimetheus 1st order Lindblad
resonances. The actual radial locations of Atlas and Prometheus at the time the image was taken are marked with X symbols.
4onances fall (Tiscareno et al. 2007). Strong Lindblad
resonances in faint rings produce structures with a dif-
ferent appearance than those in dense rings. The sheets
of dust in the Roche Division, with normal optical depth
τn = (1 − 2) × 10−4 (Showalter et al. 1998), lack the
particle collision frequency and self-gravity necessary to
sustain a normal spiral density wave. However, Hed-
man et al. (2009) found periodic azimuthal brightness
variations in dusty rings at Lindblad resonances with
Saturn’s moon Mimas and with the rotation of Saturn’s
magnetic field.
In Section 2.1 we discuss the general theory of Lind-
blad resonances. In Section 2.2 we discuss the specific
case of the dusty Roche Division particles responding to
a Lindblad resonance. Finally in Section 2.3 we derive
a simple model of an oscillating magnetic field compo-
nent and determine the perturbed radial amplitude of
the rings under particular conditions.
2.1. Lindblad resonances
For a ring particle in orbit around a central planet
with a single satellite, the condition for a first-order
Lindblad resonance is that the resonant argument:
ϕ = m(λ− λs)− (λ−$) (1)
is constant in time, dϕdt = 0. The inertial longitudes of
the ring particle and satellite are λ and λs respectively
and the ring particle’s longitude of pericenter is $. The
integer m is the azimuthal wavenumber of the resonance,
and is positive (negative) for an inner (outer) Lindblad
resonance, or ILR (OLR), where the ring particle is in-
terior (exterior) to the satellite’s orbit. This condition
means that whenever the ring particle is in conjunction
with the satellite, it will always be in the same phase of
its eccentric orbit. For example, if λ− λs = 0 (conjunc-
tion) occurs at the same time as λ − $ = 0 (the ring
particle is at periapse) then every time the ring particle
approaches the satellite’s longitude it will be back at its
periapse. This allows the satellite’s perturbations on the
ring particle to build up and enhance the eccentricity of
particles orbiting close to the resonance, as they always
have close encounters with the perturbing moon in the
same phase of their orbits.
The expected forced radial amplitude, aeF , on ring
particles with semi-major axis, a, near a 1st order Lind-
blad resonance at ar is given by (Murray and Dermott
(1999) Equation 10.22)
aeF ≈ 1.6a
2(Ms/Mp)
3|a− ar| , (2)
where Ms and Mp are the masses of the perturbing satel-
lite and central planet respectively. In the absence of
mutual interactions among ring particles the orbits of
particles near a Lindblad resonance will follow a stream-
line path defined by their radius as a function of inertial
longitude λ and time t:
r(λ, t) = a+ aeF cosφ, (3)
where φ = m(λ − Ωp(t − t0) − δm) is the phase of the
periodic structure. In a rotating frame the streamlines
form m-lobed shapes with a specific orientation relative
to the perturbing satellite, where δm is the inertial lon-
gitude of one of the structure’s m-periapses (a < ar) or
m-apoapses (a > ar) at epoch time t0 and is roughly
aligned with the longitude of the perturber. The struc-
ture rotates with a pattern speed Ωp equivalent to the
mean motion of the perturbing satellite. In dense rings,
gravitational interactions among the ring particles cause
neighboring streamlines located further and further from
the resonance to shift in phase relative to the satellite,
creating the appearance of an m-armed spiral density
wave. Alternatively, a strong resonance near a ring’s
edge can form an m-lobed sinusoidal pattern as is the
case for the outer edges of Saturn’s B ring (Mimas 2:1
ILR) and A ring (Janus/Epimetheus 7:6 ILR) (Porco
et al. 1984; Spitale and Porco 2009; Nicholson et al.
2014). Satellite resonances can also influence the en-
tirety of narrow dense rings. This is the case for Uranus’
2 km wide η ring which has a 3-lobed oscillation in its
radius produced by the ring’s proximity to Cressida’s
3:2 ILR (Chancia et al. 2017).
2.2. 3:4 Outer Lindblad Resonances in the Roche
Division
The structures in the Roche Division have pattern
speeds and symmetries consistent with m = −3 Outer
Lindblad Resonances (OLR). No appropriate 1st-order
Lindblad resonance with a Saturnian satellite falls
within this region (for the Janus/Epimetheus 8:7 ILR
see Section 5.2), but Hedman et al. (2009) found that
these structures were located coincident with the 3:4
resonance of the southern PPO system in 2006. By
taking the time-derivative of Equation 1 we obtain an-
other expression that governs Lindblad resonances and
normal modes:
mΩp = (m− 1)n+ $˙ = mn− κ (4)
where dλsdt = Ωp is the pattern speed and mean mo-
tion of the perturber, dλdt = n is the local mean mo-
tion, κ is the local epicyclic frequency, and $˙ = n − κ
is the local apsidal precession rate. Note that n and
κ are the angular and epicyclic frequencies, corrected
for the effects of an oblate central planet (Lissauer and
5Cuzzi 1982). The 3-lobed structures generated by such
a resonance that could occur between the outer edge of
the A ring (mean radius of 136, 770 km) and the orbit
of Prometheus (a = 139, 380 km) are expected to have
pattern speeds of 804.64◦day−1 to 782.11◦day−1 respec-
tively, or roughly 4/3 the mean motion of ring particles
orbiting in the Roche Division (n = 604.22◦day−1 to
587.27◦day−1). Thus, in image-movies that span about
one local orbital period we see 4/3 of the structure pass
through the imaged longitudinal region. Note that if we
construct mosaics in a co-rotating longitude system us-
ing the expected pattern speed of ∼ 800◦day−1 we see
the full 3-fold symmetric pattern.
Individual dusty ring particles will also respond to
gravitational perturbations near a strong Lindblad res-
onance. However, in the case of dusty rings the particle
streamlines appear to be “damped” to form a region of
canted brightness variations straddling the resonance.
Hedman et al. (2009) created a model to explain the
observed behavior of dusty ring structures in Saturn’s
Roche Division, D ring, and G ring by introducing a
dissipative term to the equations of motion. This pre-
sumed dissipation causes a phase shift of ring particle
streamlines that depends on their radial distance from
the resonance and results in the observed canted bright-
ness variations (see Figure 2 below).
For a low optical depth region, like the Roche Division,
the fractional brightness variations are a small percent-
age of the overall brightness and are effectively equiva-
lent to the local fractional surface density variations. In
their model of Lindblad resonances in faint rings, Hed-
man et al. (2009) found that the fractional surface den-
sity variations δρρ near a resonance in a dusty ring are
given by:
δρ
ρ
(r, φ) =
β
[(δr)2 + L2]2
[((δr)2−L2) cosφ+2δrL sinφ],
(5)
where δr is the radial distance from the exact resonance,
β is a measure of the resonance strength, and L is a
damping length. The amplitude of the brightness vari-
ations
A(r) =
β
(δr)2 + L2
(6)
due to the density variations reaches a peak at the exact
resonance. Additionally, this amplitude of the bright-
ness variations is proportional to the strength of the
resonance. A full derivation of the relevant equations
from Hedman et al. (2009) is reiterated in Appendix A
with some corrections.
Hedman et al. (2009) found that the G ring resonant
structure straddles the Mimas 8:7 ILR, such that its
maximum brightness variations do in fact peak at the
exact resonance1. Thus, we can determine the exact res-
onance locations even when we do not know the exact
angular frequency of the perturber and also approximate
the strength of the resonance in terms of a satellite mass
when we do not know the mass of the perturber. Alter-
natively, if these structures are generated by Saturn’s
magnetic field, the perturbing force is more likely the
Lorentz force, and so we can estimate the amplitude of
the magnetic-field variations.
2.3. Simple magnetic field perturbation model
As we have explained above, it is most likely that
the dust in the Roche Division is perturbed at the
3:4 OLR with the rotational modulation of Saturn’s
magnetosphere. The case for resonances with the ro-
tation of planetary magnetic fields, or Lorentz reso-
nances, has been explored to explain the structure of
Jupiter’s faint rings (Burns et al. 1985). In fact, the
theory has been derived extensively in the works of
Schaffer and Burns (1992) and Hamilton (1994). We
summarize those derivations in Appendix B, but note
that in order to approximate the strength of the 3:4
Lorentz resonance in question, one needs to know the
planet’s non-axisymmetric magnetic field coefficients.
However, current models of Saturn’s magnetic field
(Dougherty et al. 2018) show that the planet has negligi-
ble non-axisymmetric components, so the relevant mag-
netic field perturbations are probably external to the
planet. Thus, we improvise by instituting a simple sinu-
soidal perturbation in the magnetic field that resembles
the observed planetary period oscillations measured by
Cassini’s magnetometer.
We begin with the Lorentz Force FL = qgvrel ×B on
a charged dust grain qg, which arises from the rotation
of Saturn’s magnetic field B. Here vrel is a ring parti-
cle’s orbital velocity relative to the angular frequency of
Saturn’s PPO rotation ΩS given by
vrel = v − (Ωs × r) (7)
where r and v are a ring particle’s radial position and
Keplerian orbital velocity in the ring plane. We are
considering low eccentricity rings around Saturn, whose
magnetic pole is effectively aligned with its rotation axis
(Dougherty et al. 2018), so we can simplify this expres-
sion to
vrel = a(n− ΩS)φˆ. (8)
1 However, the reported amplitude of the variations is actually
2.5 times larger than one would expect, so the estimated value of
β = 1.6a
2
3
Ms
Mp
overestimates the mass of Mimas by a factor of 2.5,
see Section 5.2 below.
6Our Lorentz force is then given by
FL = −qga(n− ΩS)
[
Bθ rˆ−Brθˆ
]
(9)
where the radius r, polar angle θ, and azimuthal angle
φ define the usual spherical coordinates relative to the
rotating planet. We mainly care about the small PPO
magnetic perturbation on top of the static Bθ compo-
nent of the magnetic field because it will produce an
oscillating force in the radial direction, as needed to cre-
ate a Lindblad resonance. While the fundamental PPO
magnetospheric signal will go like cos (λ− ΩSt), devi-
ations in the shape of the magnetic field perturbation
from a pure sinusoid and nonlinearities in the expression
for the perturbing force will give rise to harmonics of
the form cos [j(λ− ΩSt)] for various integer values of j.
We consider a simple perturbation Bθ0 cos [j(λ− ΩSt)]
where Bθ0 can be compared to measured MAG oscilla-
tions modulated by the rotation periods associated with
the northern and southern PPO systems (Provan et al.
2018).
The perturbation produces a radial force given by
Fr = −qga(n− ΩS)Bθ0 cos [j(λ− ΩSt)]. (10)
This perturbing force can now be inserted into the per-
turbation equations of a ring particle’s eccentricity and
longitude of pericenter, which for objects on nearly cir-
cular orbits are (Burns 1976, 1977)
de
dt
= n
[
Fr
FG
sin f + 2
Fλ
FG
cos f
]
(11)
and
d$
dt
=
n
e
[
− Fr
FG
cos f + 2
Fλ
FG
sin f
]
(12)
where the ring particle’s true anomaly f = λ − $ and
the central gravitational force on a dust grain of mass
mg due to Saturn is FG =
GMSmg
a2 . After plugging in
our Fr (assuming the longitudinal force Fλ = 0) and ap-
plying the appropriate trigonometric product and sum
identities these become:
de
dt
=
−nqga3(n− ΩS)Bθ0
GMSmg
1
2
{sin [j(λ− ΩSt) + (λ−$)]− sin [j(λ− ΩSt)− (λ−$)]} (13)
and
d$
dt
=
nqga
3(n− ΩS)Bθ0
eGMSmg
1
2
{cos [j(λ− ΩSt) + (λ−$)] + cos [j(λ− ΩSt)− (λ−$)]}. (14)
The perturbations on the ring particles are small, so we
can assume that λ ≈ nt and $ ≈ $˙0t. Hence, for
particles near a particular resonance with a specified
value of m, these expressions will nearly all average to
zero. The only case where this does not happen is when
j = m, in which case the first term will average to zero
and the second can be written with ϕ = m(λ − ΩSt) −
(λ−$). Hence the time-average perturbation questions
become: 〈
de
dt
〉
=
nqga
3(n− ΩS)Bθ0
2GMSmg
sinϕ (15)
and 〈
d$
dt
〉
=
nqga
3(n− ΩS)Bθ0
2eGMSmg
cosϕ+ $˙0. (16)
Following the logic used to derive Equation B24 we find
the forced eccentricity is
aref =
1
3
qg
mg
a5r
δa
n/ΩS − 1
m− 1
ΩS
GMS
Bθ0 (17)
where our resonance strength is given by
β =
1
3
qg
mg
a5r
n/ΩS − 1
m− 1
ΩS
GMS
Bθ0. (18)
Finally for the case of the Roche Division, where m =
−3 and nΩS ≈ 34 we find:
β =
1
48
qg
mg
a5r
ΩS
GMS
Bθ0 (19)
which can be used to estimate the amplitude of mag-
netic field oscillations needed to produce the observed
structures in the rings.
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93. OBSERVATIONAL DATA
We conducted a comprehensive survey of the available
Roche Division images from the Cassini cameras. Sec-
tion 3.1 summarizes the observations used in this study,
while Section 3.2 describes how these data were pro-
cessed to obtain maps of the fractional brightness vari-
ations that can be compared with the above model pre-
dictions.
3.1. Imaging data
This study examines high-phase-angle image se-
quences of the Roche Division obtained over the course
of the entire Cassini mission by the Imaging Science
Subsystem (ISS). For consistency, we only consider im-
ages obtained by the Narrow Angle Camera (NAC)
using the clear filters, because they are the most com-
mon and have the highest signal-to-noise. Every image
is calibrated using the standard CISSCAL calibration
routines (Porco et al. 2004; West et al. 2010) to remove
backgrounds, flatfield, and convert the raw data num-
bers into I/F , a standard measure of reflectance. I is
the intensity of radiation scattered by the ring particles
and piF is the solar flux at Saturn, so I/F is a unitless
quantity that equals unity for a perfect Lambert surface
viewed at normal incidence. We geometrically navigate
the images using appropriate SPICE kernels (Acton
1996) and by matching background point sources or
streaks to stars in the Tycho and UCAC catalogs.
The images chosen for this analysis belong to movie
sequences. These are image sequences taken of a com-
mon longitudinal region of the rings over the course of
a large fraction of the local ring region’s orbital period.
This enables us to watch ring material move through the
region over time, so we can detect radial and azimuthal
brightness variations in the rings. We’ve found that the
structures we are interested in are only detectable in
images taken at phase angles α above around 130◦.
Table 1 shows a breakdown of the complete dataset
used in this study. Cassini’s observations of the Roche
Division were conducted during three distinct epochs,
separated by the horizontal lines in the table. Through-
out this work we identify the individual image sequences
by their Saturn orbit numbers (or Rev number), expo-
sure durations (a,b,c), and ring ansa (x or y) when nec-
essary. This is not to be confused with the mission as-
signed Observation ID used to identify the images within
archives, such as the PDS rings node. Table 1 also con-
tains the ring ansa longitudes and lighting geometries
spanned by the image sequences. Any individual images
containing substantial defects or insufficient background
stars for proper pointing have been removed from our
in-depth analysis, but in some cases are useful merely
for identifying the presence of structures (for instance
Rev 289 has defects preventing proper analysis, but the
presence of structures is clear). We also leave out obser-
vations that are less than 3.6 hours long, which are too
short to reliably identify the resonant structures.
3.2. Data reduction
Each image of the Roche Division covers a relatively
small range of longitude compared to the scale of the
azimuthal brightness variations. Thus, we reduce each
image into a high signal-to-noise profile of ring bright-
ness as a function of radius by averaging the image’s
brightness data over all longitudes spanned by the im-
age.
The lighting geometry in each image can vary signifi-
cantly both within an individual sequence and between
observations taken at different epochs. We can com-
pare the radial profiles of images with different emission
angles e or ring opening angles B = 90◦ − e (not to
be confused with the magnetic field) by converting the
observed I/F reflectance into “normal I/F” or µI/F ,
where µ = | sinB|. Ideally, for a low optical depth re-
gion like the Roche Division, the normal I/F should be
independent of incidence and emission angle. However,
even after this correction several obstacles remain when
trying to compare images from multiple sequences or
even within individual sequences.
While several observations contain images with nearly
identical phase angles, others have a gradual change in
phase angle, sometimes by more than 10◦ over the course
of the observation. The range of phase angles from all
images included in the study is 125◦ − 163◦, making di-
rect comparison of the normal I/F profiles problematic.
The general trend for dusty rings is that they appear
brighter at higher phase angles, which can be described
in terms of a phase function. However, in this case fur-
ther difficulties arise because of the background signals
from the A and F rings.
There are drastic variations in stray light from the
A ring among the different data sets because they in-
clude observations of both the lit and unlit side of the
rings. Images of the lit side of Saturn’s rings capture a
bright A ring whose brightness can leak into the Roche
Division due to the stray light and extended PSF of the
camera (West et al. 2010). Raw radial scans of these
images exhibit a bright inner Roche Division that gen-
erally decreases in brightness with increasing radii until
approaching the inner edge of the Prometheus ringlet
and the F ring (see Figures 1 and 2). Conversely, ra-
dial scans of the unlit side of the rings, which include a
darker A ring, often reveal a much darker inner Roche
Division with a general brightness enhancement contam-
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Figure 2. This map of the Roche Division is made up of average brightness radial profiles of individual images, at an inertial
longitude of ∼ 240◦, stacked from bottom to top sequentially in time and shown in local orbital periods. The bright A ring edge
is at the left of the map and the Prometheus ringlet is at the right, with a radial and brightness asymmetry clearly displayed
on either side of Prometheus which passed by this longitude about halfway through the sequence (Atlas passed by at the same
time and its faint brightness signature is labeled). The Roche Division is brighter in the upper left corner of the map because
the ring opening angle is slowly increasing, resulting in a brighter A ring edge. There are multiple regions of diagonal brightness
variations between 137, 000 and 139, 000 km.
inating the outer Roche Division as one approaches the
F ring. Additionally, calibrated images with different
exposure durations with otherwise nearly identical ob-
servation geometries can have constant instrumental off-
sets that produce slightly different reflectance levels in
images of the Roche Division that are relevant here be-
cause the rings themselves are so faint.
These issues are best illustrated by considering a single
data set. Figure 2 is an example map of the Roche Di-
vision, created using the radial scans from Rev 268a im-
ages. The Rev 268a image-movie monitored the Roche
Division for 12.1 hours (about 0.86 local orbital peri-
ods). The radial profile of the first image is on the
bottom, with the following images’ radial scans shown
in the map sequentially to the top. In this particular
movie, the phase angle of each image decreases over the
course of the observation from bottom (α = 145◦) to
top (α = 140◦), which should normally cause a decrease
in the observed reflectance due to less optimal forward
scattering. In reality, brightness increases from bottom
to top in the left side of the image because of increasing
amounts of stray light from the A ring. The ring plane
opening angles in this observation are all < 10◦ and vary
by 4◦ over the course of the observation. At these small
opening angles the A-ring’s brightness depends strongly
on the viewing geometry. In general, images with larger
opening angles suffer from increased contamination of
the bright A ring on the lit side of the rings after con-
verting the profiles to Normal I/F . This means that as
the ring opens up (smaller e, larger B) the Roche Divi-
sion reflectance is artificially enhanced. This increase is
especially apparent near the A ring in the upper left cor-
ner of the mosaic. Whenever the ring opening angle and
emission angle vary significantly, there is a similar alter-
ation in ring brightness near the F ring in observations
of the unlit side of the rings. We should also note that
the Prometheus ringlet, located in the far right of this
figure, has its own individual asymmetry in reflectance
and radius on either side of Prometheus. This region is
far enough from the A ring to be largely unaffected by
the changing ring opening angle. However, the decrease
in phase angle over the course of the observation serves
to enhance this characteristic asymmetry observed in
the Prometheus ringlet reflectance.
Despite these distracting trends in reflectance due to
the lighting geometry, in Figure 2 we see that the bands
of dust in individual images (e.g. Figure 1) change in
radius over time (we recommend viewing the mosaic fig-
ures in the electronic copy). In fact, the ring brightness
in each radial region is clearly periodic, appearing to
increase and decrease four times over the course of an
orbital period. In this observation there appear to be
at least three distinct canted azimuthal brightness vari-
ations centered at approximately 137, 300 km, 138, 200
km, and 138, 600 km. Each of these azimuthal bright-
ness variations look like the characteristic response of
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Figure 3. Above is a corrected brightness map of the Roche Division from Rev 281 similar to Figure 2, atop the fractional
variation in the rings brightness at each radius and pattern speed. The SKR (X) and MAG (square) rate/radius are marked in
blue for the northern hemisphere (red for the southern hemisphere at early times). The peak of 4.5% occurs at 799.2 ◦day−1
or 137, 385 km. When the resonant structures are detected, those with the largest fractional brightness variations consistently
occur in this inner region of the Roche Division near the magnetospheric periodicities.
dusty rings to a strong resonance described in Section
2.2 above.
Besides these patterns of canted bands, there are also
structures in this region that might be tied to various
moons. More continuous dust bands may occupy the
narrow regions around 137, 500 and 138, 800 km, pos-
sibly corresponding to R/2004 S1&2 and having some
relation to the orbit of Atlas and the position of the
Janus/Epimetheus 8:7 ILR, respectively. Upon further
stretching of the image in Figure 1 we can also detect the
faint leading wake of Prometheus in R/2004 S2, which
complicates any attempts to identify resonant structures
that might exist there. The Prometheus ringlet shows
a distinct offset in radius and a variation in brightness
on either side of the central images corresponding to
when Prometheus passed through the longitudinal re-
gion captured in the image-movie. Additionally, radial
scans of images taken after Atlas passed by (right after
Prometheus) show a slightly wider R/2004 S1 region.
As described above, the various trends in reflectance
caused by different changes in lighting geometry within
an image sequence and between sequences obtained over
the course of the mission complicate efforts to quantify
the amplitudes of these structures. To best facilitate
comparisons between observations without compromis-
ing the integrity of the data we use a simple but robust
normalization procedure. While a third-order polyno-
mial fit to individual radial scans can reasonably remove
these trends, it cannot without also adversely altering
the appearance of the subtle structures we are interested
in. Hence, we found that the best solution to create a
set of normalized profiles within an image sequence is to
subtract a linear trend in reflectance with time at each
radius across the mosaic. This accounts for variation in
brightness across images taken from drifts in lighting ge-
ometry during an image sequence while preserving any
periodic variations due to the resonant structures. The
ideal result is a vertically flat Roche Division map (no
brightness slope with time) at radii where no structures
occur. This method can cause issues near the edges of
the A ring, F ring, and Prometheus ringlet, so we limit
the normalization to the region of the Roche Division
stretching from 137, 000−139, 100 km. Finally, for each
Roche Division observation we determine the amplitude
of the m = −3 longitudinal brightness variations by fit-
ting the data in a radius vs. phase (see Equation 3)
mosaic to a sinusoid at every radius. The brightness am-
plitude at each radius is normalized to a fractional am-
plitude by comparing it to the average brightness level of
the Roche Division at that radius for each observation.
We present corrected maps of the Roche Division from
every data set (or combination of data sets) included
in Table 1 whose duration is longer than ∼ 7 hours in
Appendix D.
For an example, in Figure 3 we show the normal-
ized Roche Division map and fractional variation in ring
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brightness vs. radius during Rev 281. This observation
sequence had particularly favorable viewing geometry
(low B and high α) and so provides the clearest exam-
ple of the resonant structure in the Roche Division. The
strongest structure peaks around 137, 420 km, near the
edge of the A ring with a pattern speed of 798.9 ◦day−1.
Similarly strong patterns are present near this location
both in 2006 and since 2016.
In general, the structures in the Roche Division occur
in a region from just outside the edge of the A ring to the
R/2004 S2 ringlet. In certain observations, bright and
dark diagonal banding almost appears to cover this en-
tire range of nearly 2, 000 km as one structure. In fact,
diagonal bands in the mosaic for Rev 281 of Figure 3
can be traced from 137, 200−138, 100 km and only show
possible interruptions around 137, 700 km where Atlas
orbits. Other observations show more distinct substruc-
tures at each radial region. We provide a brief summary
of the lengthier observations in Figure 5 and more de-
tailed figures of each of these observations in Appendix
D.
4. RESULTS
We can characterize the Roche Division patterns us-
ing the radius of the peak amplitude and the equivalent
pattern speed given by Equation 4, along with the struc-
ture’s peak amplitude and width. Figure 4 is a zoomed
in look at the strongest structure of Rev 281 from Fig-
ure 3. The top panel is a mosaic of the observations and
the middle panel is a mosaic modeled using Equation 5.
After fitting the actual fractional brightness variations
with a Lorentzian in the bottom plot, we can constrain
the damping length L (here, the half width at half max-
imum), the fractional amplitude A, and calculate the
resonance strength β at the exact resonance (δr = 0)
using Equation 6. We can then use these parameters to
estimate properties of the perturbation.
In Table 2 we present the spectrum of the strongest
patterns in observation sequences longer than half a lo-
cal orbital period (∼ 7.25 hours) by noting their radii
and the corresponding pattern speeds (and equivalent
period). We also provide the relevant resonance strength
parameters and estimate an effective perturber mass us-
ing Equation 2 and magnetic field oscillation amplitude
using Equation 19. The exact particle properties of the
Roche Division are unknown at this time and are be-
yond the scope of this work. To provide an order of
magnitude estimate of the magnetic oscillation ampli-
tude Bθ0, we can re-express the charge-to-mass ratio as
30Φ/ρgs
2, where 0 is the permittivity of free space,
and assume a particle size s = 5 µm (Showalter et al.
1998), density ρg = 1 g/m
3, and electrostatic poten-
Figure 4. The top panel is a small map of the high ampli-
tude structure of Rev 281 from Figure 3, but with a pattern
phase axis rather than time to conform with Equation 5. The
middle panel is the model of the region made with Equation
5, after approximating L as the full width at half maximum
from a Lorentzian fit (red curve) to the bottom panel show-
ing the fractional change in brightness across the structure
at each radius.
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Table 2. Peak pattern speeds and perturber strengths
Image Date Radius Pattern Pattern Peak fractional Damping Resonance Effective Magnetic field
movie Month r speed Ωp period amplitude length L strength β perturber mass oscillation amp.
ID Year (km) (◦day−1) (hours) A (km) (km2) MMimas Bθ0 (nT)
029x SEP 2006 137350 799.5 10.81 0.031 40 50 0.1 1.0
029x SEP 2006 137500 798.3 10.82 0.051 80 290 0.4 6.2
029x SEP 2006 138180 792.4 10.90 0.045 80 310 0.5 6.4
029y SEP 2006 137320 799.8 10.80 0.039 30 50 0.1 1.0
029y SEP 2006 137440 798.7 10.82 0.070 70 330 0.5 7.1
030 OCT 2006 137470 798.5 10.82 0.032 70 140 0.2 2.9
031 OCT 2006 137420 798.9 10.82 0.063 60 240 0.4 5.1
033 NOV 2006 137380 799.3 10.81 0.048 110 620 0.9 13.3
036 DEC 2006 137440 798.8 10.82 0.042 190 1510 2.3 32.0
036 DEC 2006 138040 793.6 10.89 0.022 120 310 0.5 6.5
237 JUL 2016 137320 799.8 10.80 0.024 160 630 0.9 13.4
241 SEP 2016 137120 801.6 10.78 0.099 130 1600 2.4 34.2
241 SEP 2016 137290 800.1 10.80 0.149 110 1660 2.5 35.4
241 SEP 2016 137430 798.8 10.82 0.129 130 2090 3.1 44.2
268a APR 2017 137230 800.6 10.79 0.029 170 800 1.2 17.1
268a APR 2017 138140 792.7 10.90 0.016 110 210 0.3 4.3
268a APR 2017 138580 788.9 10.95 0.028 120 420 0.6 8.6
281 JUL 2017 137420 798.9 10.81 0.044 270 3200 4.8 67.8
281 JUL 2017 137920 794.6 10.87 0.021 240 1150 1.7 23.9
281 JUL 2017 138600 788.7 10.95 0.027 120 390 0.6 7.9
287 AUG 2017 137140 801.4 10.78 0.026 100 270 0.2 5.7
287 AUG 2017 137540 797.9 10.83 0.024 120 330 0.5 6.9
287 AUG 2017 137840 795.3 10.86 0.030 110 380 0.6 8.0
292 SEP 2017 137250 800.4 10.79 0.022 80 130 0.2 2.7
292 SEP 2017 137550 797.8 10.83 0.023 60 80 0.1 1.7
292 SEP 2017 137870 795.0 10.87 0.024 76 140 0.2 2.9
Note—Using a Mimas mass of 3.7493(±0.0031)× 1019 kg (Jacobson et al. 2006). The error of these measurements are dominated
by systematic offsets that are difficult to quantify a priori.
tial Φ = 10 Volts (Farrell et al. 2012), consistent with
prior estimates for dusty particles near the main rings
(Mitchell et al. 2013).
Both the peak amplitudes and widths of these struc-
tures vary dramatically among the various observations.
For example, considering just the innermost structure
we can see that the resonance strength appears to vary
by over an order of magnitude. Observations like 033,
036, 268a, and 281 (see Figures 15, 16, 29, and 32) have
a single radially broad structure between Atlas and the
A ring, while others, 029x, 241, 287, and 292 are made
up of multiple narrower structures (see Figures 10, 28,
33, and 35). This may be related to the strength of the
rotating PPO current systems. Alternatively, some of
these changes could be because the observations were
obtained with different lighting geometries, which can
affect the appearance of these structures. For instance,
observations taken at different phase angles are sensitive
to different particle sizes due to their light scattering
properties.
On a global scale, in Figure 5 patterns can be seen
in all the observations from 2006 and 2016-2017, and
no similar patterns are detected in 2012-2014. Close
examination of the lighting and viewing conditions re-
veal that these alone cannot explain the overall variable
presence of the patterns. Figure 6 shows the photomet-
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Figure 5. This plot is a summary of Roche Division maps and their m = −3 fractional amplitudes of observations taken over
the course of the Cassini mission whose durations are 7 hours or longer. Each map is scaled to the same time scale (height),
where for example Rev 196 is about one local orbital period (∼ 14.5 hours). Subsequent observations are stacked on top of one
another sequentially in time, marked by the month and year the observation took place, and delineated by dashed lines or a solid
line to separate out the main epoch ranges. The curves in the right portion of the figure are measures of the fractional amplitudes
amplitude of brightness variation
average brightness
at each radius. These curves show the abundance of peaks occurring when appropriate northern
(blue) or southern (red) SKR (X) and MAG(square) periods may be affecting the region. See Appendix D for larger plots of
each observation.
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Figure 6. These plots show the phase angle (top), emission
angle (middle) of all Roche Division observations in Table 1,
and Saturn’s subsolar latitude (bottom) versus the time of
each observation. The red or dark symbols correspond to ob-
servations where the longitudinal brightness variations were
visible in the Roche Division. The vertical dotted lines mark
Saturn’s equinox in 2009 and solstice in 2017. The horizon-
tal dashed line marks 0◦ and 90◦ in the relevant plots. The
lack of brightness variation detections in many observations
cannot easily be attributed to their photometric angles.
ric angles for each observation throughout the mission.
The red X’s correspond to the observations where we are
able to detect periodic structures in the Roche Division.
The majority of observations in 2006 were taken from
very high phase angles (α > 150◦), but the remaining
observations were taken at a large range of phase an-
gles (α ∼ 130 − 160◦). Lower phase angle observations
(α < 140◦) are generally less likely to reveal the struc-
tures, and reveal them with less detail. However, we
cannot attribute the lack of structure identification from
2009-2015 to a lack of appropriate phase angle viewing,
because several Revs (173by, 174x, 174y, 185a, and 196)
have phase angles α > 140◦ and cover a sufficient length
of time (at least half of a local orbital period), conditions
under which patterns could be seen in 2016-2017.
The best candidate for missing the structure due to
lighting geometry might be due to a combination of
phase angle and the emission angle. These structures
are most obvious in sequences with particularly high
phase angles (> 150◦) or with emission angles closest
to 90◦ (i.e. low ring opening angles |B| < 10◦). While
there isn’t an obvious missed opportunity of compara-
ble lighting geometry during the 2009-2015 epoch of no
Roche Division structures, we should examine this pos-
sibility closely. Notice in the central plot of Figure 6,
we cannot compare sequences having the same emission
angle between each of the three epochs, as we are able
to with phase angles. Emission angles e < 90◦ corre-
spond to observations taken from the north side of Sat-
urn’s ring-plane. During the first observations of the
Roche Division, in late 2006, Saturn’s southern hemi-
sphere was illuminated by the Sun, so these observations
with emission angles e ∼ 50 − 60◦ were taken from the
unlit side of the rings. Similarly, several observations af-
ter equinox were taken from the unlit side of the rings,
but from the south side of the ring plane. However, this
spread in emission angles (e ∼ 110 − 140◦) does cover
a similar range in absolute ring-plane opening angles
|B| = |90◦ − e| ≈ 35◦ on the unlit side of the rings. If
the structures were present all the time, and only visible
under optimal lighting geometry, there is no reason that
we shouldn’t see the structures in Rev 173by and 174x
when we can see them in Rev 031 having nearly identi-
cal lighting geometry (see lighting geometry in Table 1
and maps in Appendix D). Therefore, we conclude the
presence of the Roche Division structures must be due
to changes in the frequencies of the forces perturbing
them.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Pattern speeds and locations
The seasonal appearance of resonant structures in Sat-
urn’s Roche Division fits in well with the observed sea-
sonal variations in Saturn’s PPO rotational modula-
tions. This is demonstrated in Figure 7, which shows
the rotation speeds of the northern (blue) and southern
(red) PPO systems derived from the SKR (solid line)
and MAG (dashed line) data over the Cassini mission
(Ye et al. 2016, 2018; Provan et al. 2016, 2018). An
equivalent scale of PPO periods is shown on the right
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hand vertical axis. As briefly indicated in Section 1,
the rates were well separated early in the mission un-
der Saturn southern summer conditions at 816◦day−1
for the weaker northern system and ∼ 800◦day−1 for
the stronger southern system, before converging towards
near-equal rates with near-equal amplitudes across ver-
nal equinox in mid-2009. An interval of variable but
near-equal rates with variable amplitudes then ensued
between mid-2010 and mid-2013 (Provan et al. 2013; Fis-
cher et al. 2015), though the northern rate ∼ 812◦day−1
generally remained larger than the southern rate ∼
809◦day−1, before it coalesced at ∼ 808◦day−1 be-
tween mid-2013 and mid-2014. The rates then sep-
arated again, with the now-stronger northern system
slowing to ∼ 800◦day−1 while the weaker southern sys-
tem remained near ∼ 809◦day−1. The Roche Division
structures reported by Hedman et al. (2009) were ob-
served during the initial interval of well-separated ro-
tation rates, as indicated by the left hand dark gray
band in Figure 7, when the period of the stronger south-
ern system was ∼ 798◦day−1. However, during the ex-
tended post-equinox interval of near-equal northern and
southern system rates ∼ 810◦day−1, all observations of
the Roche Division show no evidence of such periodic
brightness variations, as indicated by the central gray
band in Figure 7. (See Appendix D for the individual
maps and fractional amplitudes of these observations.)
During the time between early 2009 and late 2014
when we observe no ring structures, both PPO rates
are above 805◦day−1 (Fischer et al. 2015; Ye et al. 2016;
Provan et al. 2016). Thus, an appropriately commen-
surate 3:4 OLR with a pattern speed greater than 805
◦day−1 would be located interior to the outer edge of
Saturn’s A ring and unsuitable to produce resonant
structures in the Roche Division. Horizontal dashed
lines in Figure 7 show the pattern speed at ∼ 805 ◦day−1
for such a resonance at the outer edge of the A ring, as
well as at reference radii of 137, 000 and 137, 500 km in
the region outside the edge of the A ring. We first ob-
serve the reappearance of the Roche Division structures
in Rev 237 on July 1st, 2016 and they are apparent in
all later observation sequences. The closest prior obser-
vation to Rev 237 is Rev 209 in October 2014 just after
the rate of the northern component began to slow down
after the interval of coalesced periods.
Additionally, during 2006 and 2016-2017 the PPOs
of the stronger systems have pattern speeds that coin-
cide with the location of the largest fractional variations
in the Roche Division. This is most notable between
the observations in 2006 when the southern PPO rate
slowed to below 799 ◦day−1 and the observations in 2017
when the northern PPO rate was around 800 ◦day−1.
Figure 7. This plot shows the rotational modulation rates
of the Southern (red) and Northern (blue) hemispherical
components of the SKR (Ye et al. 2018) (solid) and MAG
(Provan et al. 2018) (dashed) versus time. Light horizontal
dashed lines mark the effective edge of the A ring edge (near
805 ◦day−1) , and the pattern speeds for reference radii at
137, 000 and 137, 500 km. A vertical dashed line marks the
vernal equinox. The vertical gray bands encompass periods
spanned by the observations in Table 1. The darker bands
around 2006 and 2016-2017 reflect the observation epochs
when we have clear detections of brightness variations in the
Roche Division. The lighter band covers the observation
epoch around 2012-2014 when there wasn’t a single detec-
tion of brightness variations in the Roche Division. This
suggests that the presence of periodic brightness variations
in the Roche Division is correlated with times when there
are suitably long magnetospheric periods.
In the 2006 observations the location with the highest
fractional brightness variations is further out into the
Roche Division around 137, 400 − 137, 500 km while in
2017 some strong structures appear even closer to the A
ring around 137, 100− 137, 300 km (See Figure 5). This
suggests that the structures in the inner Roche Division
are tied to the presence of the variable PPO rates.
In fact, we find that the innermost Roche Division
structure is in sync with the PPOs. In Figure 8 we show
four of the best observations of the mission mapped to
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Figure 8. The top four panels contain maps of four Roche Division observations using the MAG PPO longitude system, see
Appendix C (Provan et al. 2018). Dashed lines mark the resonant radius of the southern (red) or northern (blue) PPO period
at the time of the ring observations. In the lower plot are the brightness profiles of the ring map at the resonant radius marked
above. The vertical axis in this plot represent the fractional variation above or below the mean brightness at the resonant radius.
The vertical dashed lines in the bottom plot mark the longitude of the maximum SKR emission in the MAG PPO system for
each observation (Ye et al. 2018). The innermost Roche Division structure appears to be in sync with the PPO longitude.
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the appropriate MAG PPO longitude system. In their
determination of the PPO periods the magnetometer
team also defines a longitude system and tracks the
phases of both PPO systems (Provan et al. 2018). For
each ring observation shown we determine the longitude
of each ring profile in the appropriate north or south
PPO system at the time the image was taken. See Ap-
pendix C for a complete description of the PPO longi-
tude systems and how we bring our ring observations
into this system to create Figure 8. The effective MAG
PPO resonant radius for the northern (blue) and south-
ern (red) systems are marked with dashed lines on the
maps. The fractional variation of the brightness profile
at each of these radii is plotted below with the same color
scheme for north/south and a different symbol for each
ring observation. The SKR maximum emission in this
MAG longitude system is marked by the vertical dashed
lines with appropriate symbols on each end (Ye et al.
2018). The minimum fractional variations of the ring
pattern appears to be consistently at quadrature with
the PPO system that is responsible for the resonance in
the Roche Division at any given time. The zero point
of the PPO longitude system is defined where the oscil-
lating magnitude of Bθ is a minimum in the northern
PPO system and where Bθ is a maximum in the south-
ern PPO system. Strangely, we do not see a 180◦ offset
between the northern and southern PPO affected ring
structures. Nonetheless, the coherence of these struc-
tures at the drifting resonant radius is suggestive of a
clear relation between the PPO and the inner Roche
Division.
The connection between the outer Roche Division
structures, with slower expected pattern speeds, and
the PPOs is less clear. We do not understand how this
phenomena can perturb an almost 2000-km-wide radial
span in the Roche Division. It is possible that the outer
structures are due to other longer periods, but these are
not seen in the MAG and SKR data. Also, if they are
due to different periodic forces they would not necessar-
ily disappear at the same time as the faster PPO signals.
Our detection of resonant structures so far from the ex-
act PPO resonance could be due to unexpectedly long
propagation from the resonant radius.
Perhaps these extensive dusty structures in the Roche
Division are generated by similar phenomena as the
spokes. The dusty spokes in Saturn’s B ring, which ex-
tend over a radial range up to 10, 000 km (Smith et al.
1981), are also related to the PPO periods (Mitchell
et al. 2013). The spokes in the B ring and the resonant
Roche Division structures certainly have some connec-
tion, but the dust making up the B ring spokes must be
levitated above and below the numerous larger ring par-
ticles (Mitchell et al. 2006), introducing added complex-
ity to the dusts’ response to resonant forcing from the
PPO near co-rotation. Indeed one might wonder why
spoke-like structures do not form in the outer A ring
when the PPO periods are both ∼ 810◦deg−1. There
may be a different response to the PPO by dust within
dense rings and dust in dust-dominated rings preventing
propagation across this boundary. At times when the
PPO resonant radius falls directly in a dust-dominated
ring, the structures may be able to propagate across the
dusty region, with some interruptions from embedded
moons and other gravitational influences. This is an
idea that will need to be explored more explicitly in a
future work.
5.2. Perturbation strengths
Additional insights into the sources of these perturba-
tions can be extracted from their amplitudes. The struc-
tures’ typical peak amplitudes are 2 − 7% of the local
mean Roche Division brightness with damping lengths
of ∼ 50 − 300 km (see Table 2). If these structures
were generated by gravitational forces, then hypotheti-
cal perturber masses cover a wide range, from nearly five
Mimas masses to just a tenth of a Mimas mass. Again,
the innermost structure is perturbed most heavily. How-
ever, we should recall that these mass estimates are the
result of an incomplete phenomenological model. Ap-
plying this simple dissipation model to the 8:7 Mimas
ILR in the G ring, we measure the mass of Mimas to
be 2.5 times the actual Mimas mass, so these results
are likely just an order of magnitude estimate of an ac-
tual perturber mass (Hedman et al. 2009). On the other
hand, if these perturbations are due to oscillations in the
magnetic field, then our estimates of the magnetic field
oscillation amplitude Bθ0 are within an order of magni-
tude of the Provan et al. (2013, 2016, 2018) results. This
provides further evidence that the perturbing forces are
electromagnetic rather than gravitational.
Considerations of the expected gravitational effects
of other moons on the Roche Division confirms that
the perturbations responsible for producing these pat-
terns are very strong and likely non-gravitational. Sat-
urn’s moons Janus and Epimetheus are similar-mass co-
orbital satellites that exhibit horseshoe orbits with an
8 year period (Harrington and Seidelmann 1981). The
Janus/Epimetheus 7:6 ILR is located on the edge of the
A ring and shapes its 7-lobed wavy edge (El Moutamid
et al. 2016). This resonance, along with the combined
torques from several satellite resonances in the outer re-
gion of the A ring, confines Saturn’s main rings (Tajed-
dine et al. 2017). While the exact location of the Janus
and Epimetheus resonances drift slightly over their 8
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year orbital swap, the 8:7 ILR always occurs in the same
part of the outer Roche Division and so might be ex-
pected to shape that region. However, there are no ob-
vious 8-lobed or canted structures moving at the moons’
orbital rates in any of the image-movies presented here.
Instead, the brightness variations of a 3:4 OLR ap-
pear to dominate this location (see Rev 281), but the
structure is consistently not as clean as those in other
radial locations. The Janus/Epimetheus 8:7 ILR should
be even stronger than its 7:6 ILR, but the lack of an
8 lobed structure similar to that found in the G ring
at the Mimas 8:7 ILR is consistent with high gravita-
tional masses needed to produce the 3:4 resonant struc-
tures. Thus, the strength of the 3:4 OLR with Saturn’s
PPOs must be even greater if it is the dominant per-
turbing force in this region. This further reinforces the
conclusion that these structures are the result of electro-
magnetic perturbations associated with Saturn’s rotat-
ing PPO systems. In fact, our measured values of β for
the 3:4 OLR structures closest to the Janus/Epimetheus
8:7 ILRs are 420 km2 and 390 km2 for Revs 268a and
281. These are more than 10 times larger than those
predicted for the Janus 8:7 ILR using the mass found
by Jacobson et al. (2008).
As mentioned earlier, leading Prometheus wakes are
also observed in the R/2004 S2 ringlet near this location
adding to the competing perturbing forces. One might
also expect, due to the close proximity of the Roche Di-
vision dust bands to Atlas and Prometheus, that gravi-
tational satellite wakes should dominate the Roche Divi-
sion’s appearance. Upon close inspection of Figure 1, we
can see the wakes leading Prometheus in the outer band
R/2004 S2. Satellite wakes have azimuthal wavelength
λ = 3piδa related to the radial separation of the satellite
and the ring material δa = |a − as| (Cuzzi and Scar-
gle 1985; Showalter et al. 1986; Chancia and Hedman
2016). This wavelength is ∼ 2◦ in longitude compared
to the 120◦ variations of the 3:4 OLR. We have not de-
tected any evidence of satellite wakes in the dust around
Atlas. Some of the material in Atlas’ vicinity could be
co-rotating like the Prometheus ringlet (Hedman and
Carter 2017) or the Encke Gap ringlets (Hedman et al.
2013), but we have not seen any evidence supporting
either arrangement.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have tracked the presence of dusty pe-
riodic structures in the Roche Division throughout the
course of the Cassini mission. We find these structures
are present when the 3:4 OLR with Saturn’s seasonally-
varying magnetospheric periodicities are in this region.
By analyzing the resonant response of the rings and ap-
plying a simple model of an oscillating magnetic field we
are able to estimate oscillation amplitudes comparable
to those observed with Cassini’s magnetometer instru-
ment.
It is evident that electromagnetic forces dominate
the perturbations in the Roche Division. The effect
of nearby small satellites and satellite resonances are
mostly washed out by the dominant influence of the 3:4
OLR with the rotating magnetic field perturbation. The
varying nature of the magnetospheric periodicities is co-
incident with the presence of Roche Division structures,
providing further evidence of this association. Further
investigation of the magnetospheric observations con-
nected to the Roche Division and investigations of other
dusty ring structures could resolve the issue of how these
patterns span a wide range of radii. This could be rel-
evant to studies of other expansive dust systems, like
protoplanetary disks.
As previously discussed, the ring regions where the
most analogous structures have been detected are the G
ring and D ring. While the dusty resonant structure in
the G ring is known to be caused by the 8:7 ILR with
Mimas, the D ring seems to be perturbed by the same
phenomena as the Roche Division, but at the 2:1 ILR
with the PPO periods (Hedman et al. 2009). However,
the D ring spans a much wider radial range of pattern
speeds matched by various phenomena associated with
Saturn’s rotation. While the Roche Division only cov-
ers the slowest rotation periods of the PPO, the D ring
covers the full range of these seasonal magnetospheric
periods and the full range of Saturn’s latitudinal wind
speeds. In fact, the prevalence of resonant structures
resulting from 2:1 ILRs warrants a separate work. How-
ever, we note that the faint region of the D ring between
the D72 and D73 ringlets appears to be responding to
the same phenomena we report on here for the Roche
Division.
The presence of ring structures at these particular res-
onances with the PPO makes sense because the D ring
and Roche Division contain large populations of dust.
The remaining resonances with various |m| live mostly
in the dense A, B, and C rings. The only other such
PPO resonance falling in a dusty ring is the 2:3 OLR
(m = −2) located near the inner edge of the Janus-
Epimetheus ring (∼ 149, 000 km from Saturn’s center).
This location has not been monitored at an extent com-
parable to D ring or Roche Division, but our brief inves-
tigation of the limited data revealed no obvious struc-
tures. As mentioned previously, the B ring spokes may
be an expression of the PPO perturbations surrounding
PPO co-rotation. Future studies should examine the
connections between the B ring spokes and these pat-
20
terns in the D ring and Roche Division, and why there
are no dusty spokes or similar structures around other
PPO resonances like the 3:2, 4:3, and 5:4 ILR, or 4:5
OLR.
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APPENDIX
A. FAINT RING RESPONSE MODEL
Here, we derive the model developed by Hedman et al. (2009) with some slight corrections. We can approximate
the dynamics of ring particles near a Lindblad resonance with a driven harmonic oscillator. Let x = r − a represent
a ring particle’s radial excursions from semi-major axis a. The ring particle has a mean motion n close to that of the
exact resonance nr and its equation of motion is given by
x¨ = −n2x−B cos(nrt) (A1)
where B is the strength of the driven oscillations. The solution to the equation of motion is
x =
B
n2r − n2
cos(nrt). (A2)
We can further approximate
n2r − n2 ≈
3GM
a4r
δa (A3)
where n2 = GMS/a
3, ar is the resonant radius, and δa = a− ar. Now, we can rewrite x as
x = r − a = β
δa
cosφ′ (A4)
where β = B(3GMS/a
4
r)
−1 is the resonance strength and φ′ = nrt is related to the phase φ used in Equation 3 after
approximating mm−1 ≈ nnr . The distinction between φ and φ′ is not noted by Hedman et al. (2009), but is important
to address. The phase parameter used previously, φ = m(λ − Ωp(t − t0) − δm) or more simply φ = m(λ − λs),
varies differently than φ′ with time if one considers the nature of our ring observations. In the ring image-movies we
stare at one longitudinal region as time increases (λ˙ = 0), so φ is actually decreasing as time passes in our image
sequence observations. Alternatively, one can clearly see that φ′ should increase with time if nr > 0. This will become
important to consider when applying this simple model to the actual data and the direction the structure should be
tilted, particularly for Figure 4.
After adding a damping term the equation of motion becomes:
x¨ = −n2x− 1
τ
x˙−B cos(nrt) (A5)
where τ is the damping time of the radial excursions. The solution to the new equation of motion is
x = x0 cos(nrt− φ′0) (A6)
where
x0 =
B
(n2r − n2) cosφ′0 + (nr/τ) sinφ′0
(A7)
and
tanφ′0 =
nr/τ
n2r − n2
. (A8)
The radii of particle streamlines can then be expressed as
r = a+ x = a+ x0 cos(φ
′ − φ′0) = a+ x0(cosφ′ cosφ′0 − sinφ′ sinφ′0). (A9)
After finding the expressions for cosφ′0 and sinφ
′
0 from Equations A7 and A8 we can define the radius as
r = a+
β
(δa)2 + L2
(δa cosφ′ − L sinφ′) (A10)
where L = ar/(3nrτ) is the damping length. This streamline model results in a gradual shift of pericenter locations
across the resonance, which is responsible for the canted brightness variations peaking at the exact resonance due to
increased density of particles.
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We assume that all particles are evenly distributed in semi-major axis and phase, and the phase space number
density is constant ρ(a, φ) = ρ¯. Or, as a function of radius and phase
ρ(r, φ) =
ρ¯
dr/da
(A11)
where we assume the streamlines do not cross (i.e. dr/da never equals zero). In fact, the observed fractional variations
in brightness are only a few percent at most, which is inconsistent with streamline crossing. Thus, the fractional
variations in density are given by
δρ(r, φ)
ρ
=
ρ(r, φ)− ρ¯
ρ¯
≈ 1− dr
da
. (A12)
We can then differentiate Equation A10 to get
dr
da
= 1− β
[(δa)2 + L2]2
[(
(δa)2 − L2) cosφ′ − 2δaL sinφ′] (A13)
and, since δr ≈ δa
δρ(r, φ′)
ρ
=
β
[(δr)2 + L2]2
[(
(δr)2 − L2) cosφ′ − 2δrL sinφ′] (A14)
where our amplitude of density variations is given by
A(r) =
β
(δr)2 + L2
. (A15)
The difference between Equation A14 and Equation 5 is due to the subtle difference of φ′ and φ.
B. LORENTZ RESONANCE STRENGTH
The perturbation equations needed to solve for the Lorentz resonance strength were derived by Hamilton (1994).
We use the appropriate second-order expansion of the perturbation equations in their Table II. Specifically row three
of the g4,3 portion of Table II, because the resonant argument for the 3:4 OLR or effectively a 3:4 Lorentz resonance
is ϕ = −4λ + 3λs + $˙. The approximate expansions are a function of the ratio of magnetic field coefficients g4,3g1,0
appropriate for the 3:4 resonance: 〈
de
dt
〉
= 2
(
1− n
ΩS
)
nL
√
70
16
g4,3
g1,0
(
RS
a
)3
sinϕ (B16)
and 〈
d$
dt
〉
= −2
(
1− n
ΩS
)
nL
e
√
70
16
g4,3
g1,0
(
RS
a
)3
cosϕ. (B17)
Here, ΩS is the rotational frequency of Saturn’s magnetic field, RS is Saturn’s equatorial radius, and L is the ratio of
the Lorentz force and the planetary gravitational force:
L =
qg
mg
g1,0R
3
SΩS
GMS
. (B18)
This force ratio is also dependent on Saturn’s physical parameters, including mass MS , the charge to mass ratio of the
dust grains being perturbed
qg
mg
, and Saturn’s dipole coefficient g1,0. The stable solution requires
〈
de
dt
〉
= 0, therefore,
sin(ϕ) = 0 and cos(ϕ) = ±1.
To solve for the resonance strength we follow the logic of Hedman (2018). Taking the time derivative of Equation 1
we find:
ϕ˙ = m(n− ns)−
(
n− d$
dt
)
(B19)
and effectively
ϕ˙0 = m(n− ns)− (n− $˙0) (B20)
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where $˙0 is the secular apsidal precession rate due to Saturn’s finite oblateness. Consider the difference of ϕ˙ and ϕ˙0:
ϕ˙− ϕ˙0 = m(n− ns)−
(
n− d$
dt
)
−m(n− ns) + (n− $˙0) = d$
dt
− $˙0. (B21)
At the semi-major axis of a first-order resonance ar for a particular integer m, ϕ is constant, and ϕ˙ = 0. Additionally,
for ring particles orbiting near the resonance, or small δa = a− ar, we can approximate ϕ˙0 by expanding in terms of
δa
ar
:
ϕ˙0 = −nδa
ar
[
3
2
(m− 1) + 21
4
J2
(
RS
ar
)2]
≈ −nδa
ar
3
2
(m− 1). (B22)
Equation B17 should also contain a $˙0 term to account for Saturn’s finite oblateness, so we can rewrite Equation B21
as:
0 + n
δa
ar
3
2
(m− 1) = −2
(
1− n
ΩS
)
nL
e
√
70
16
g4,3
g1,0
(
RS
ar
)3
cosϕ+ $˙0 − $˙0. (B23)
We can now solve for a forced eccentricity aref =
β
δa similar to Equation 2:
aref =
√
70
12
(
n/ΩS − 1
m− 1
)
L
g4,3
g1,0
(
RS
ar
)3
a2r
δa
, (B24)
and so in this case
β =
√
70
12
(
n/ΩS − 1
m− 1
)
L
g4,3
g1,0
(
RS
ar
)3
a2r (B25)
is a measure of the resonance strength due to an electromagnetic perturbation. After substituting the right hand side
of Equation B18 for L:
β =
√
70
12
(
n/ΩS − 1
m− 1
)
qg
mg
R3SΩSa
2
r
GMS
g4,3
(
RS
ar
)3
. (B26)
A complete estimation of the resonance strength should also include contributions from, h4,3 and other gj,3 and hj,3
coefficients. Assuming the charge to mass ratio for the ring particles in the Roche Division used above we find an upper
limit of g4,3 on the order of a few hundred to a few thousand nanotesla. This is far greater than those measured for the
higher order axis-symmetric coefficients (Dougherty et al. 2018). However, measurements of the small magnetic field
oscillations associated with the PPO perturbation field resemble our results. To compare with these measurements,
we develop a new approximation for the electromagnetic perturbations on dusty ring regions very similar to the
formulation shown here (See Section 2.3).
C. PPO LONGITUDE SYSTEM
We use the Cassini magnetometer PPO longitude system defined in Provan et al. (2018) and detailed in Figure 9 to
highlight our incorporation of ring observation longitudes. The PPO longitude of the northern or southern hemisphere
ΨN/S = ΦN/S − φ, where ΦN/S are the PPO phases measured throughout the mission by the magnetometer team
and φ is a longitude measured in the prograde direction from the sub-solar longitude. The PPO phases ΦN/S are also
measured from the sub-solar longitude in the prograde direction and define the zero point of the PPO longitude system
ΨN/S . To get our ring observations into this longitude system we simply need to know the phase of the appropriate
hemisphere’s PPO ΦN/S at the time of the observation and the angle of the observation φ relative to the sub-solar
longitude. A ring observation’s inertial longitudes λobs,ring are measured in the prograde direction from a zero point
λ0,ring relative to the ascending node of the rings on J2000. This means that all we need is the longitude of the
sub-solar point in the ring longitude system λ,ring to then calculate φ = λobs,ring − λ,ring needed to determine
ΨN/S . Each ring image-movie observation captures one longitudinal region of the rings for several hours, but the ring
system longitude is essentially identical. As the hours pass the images do however capture a spread of longitudes in
the PPO system. This is how we are able to create Figure 8.
The SKR is similar to convert into the magnetometer PPO system. The SKR phases ΦSKR track the location of
maximum SKR emission relative to the sub-solar longitude (Ye et al. 2018). In this case we can readily substitute
φ = ΦSKR and determine the SKR North or South longitude in the appropriate MAG PPO system ΨN/S . Because
the magnetic field and SKR oscillations have essentially the same period, the SKR maximum emission is fixed at a
constant offset relative to the zero point of ΨN/S at any given time.
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Figure 9. A model of Saturn’s PPO longitude system viewed from above the north pole, meant to enable a further understanding
of Figure 8. The MAG PPO longitude system ΨN/S is labeled in black, the ring inertial longitude system λring relative to the
ascending node of the rings on J2000 is labeled in blue, and the SKR phase ΦSKR is labeled in purple. The longitude of the
Sun at Saturn noon is handily used to relate the angles between the various longitude systems. In the MAG PPO longitude
system ΨN/S = 0
◦ corresponds to a minimum Bθ component in the northern hemisphere, and a maximum Bθ in the southern
hemisphere.
D. ROCHE DIVISION MAPS
Below are maps and fractional amplitude curves, equivalent to Figure 3 in the main text, for all imaging sequences
with durations of 7 hours or longer (including Rev 237). Fits to the fractional amplitude peaks compiled in Table 2
are shown in their appropriate figures with dashed red lines. In some cases, we’ve combined observations with different
exposure times into a single map (for example 029ax, 029bx, and 029cx into 029x). Note that in Figures 18 through
26 the SKR and MAG periods for both hemispheres fall in the A ring, well outside the radial scale shown.
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Figure 10. Image movie 029x contains images from 029ax, 029bx, and 029cx. We’ve included the images’ average inertial
longitude λ, emission angle e, and phase angle α in the upper right corner. All fits to fractional amplitude peaks compiled in
Table 2 are shown with dashed red lines.
Figure 11. Image movie 029y contains images from 029ay, 029by, and 029cy.
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Figure 12. Image movie 030 contains images from 030a, 030b, and 030c.
Figure 13. Image movie 031 contains images from 031a, 031b, and 031cx.
Figure 14. Image movie 032 contains images from 032a, 032b, and 032c.
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Figure 15. Image movie 033.
Figure 16. Image movie 036.
Figure 17. Image movie 039 contains images from 039a and 039b.
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Figure 18. Image movie 173ax.
Figure 19. Image movie 173by.
Figure 20. Image movie 174x.
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Figure 21. Image movie 174y.
Figure 22. Image movie 185a. Image movie 185b contains overexposed images due to an exposure time of 18 seconds.
Figure 23. Image movie 196.
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Figure 24. Image movie 201.
Figure 25. Image movie 203x.
Figure 26. Image movie 203y.
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Figure 27. Image movie 237. This movie is shorter than half an orbital period, but is included because it is the first
reappearance of the 3:4 OLR structures in the Roche Division.
Figure 28. Image movie 241. The scale on the fractional variation plot is increased in this plot alone. The brightness variations
are substantially enhanced by the favorable lighting geometry of this observation.
Figure 29. Image movie 268a. Image movie 268b contains overexposed images due to an exposure time of 18 seconds.
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Figure 30. Image movie 272.
Figure 31. Image movie 274y.
Figure 32. Image movie 281.
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Figure 33. Image movie 287.
Figure 34. Image movie 289.
Figure 35. Image movie 292.
